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You have been identified as an insurance agency focused on the domestic trucking industry. We would like to 
determine if you have interest in an appointment with LOGISTIQ Insurance Solutions, which includes access to our 
exclusive Broker Shield Program. Our Broker Shield program responds to the unique risk exposures present on the 
non-asset side of a Freight Brokers operation; the same risk exposures are also present for many trucking 
companies when they form their own distinct Freight Brokerage entity.



The nature of risk exposures for a Freight Brokerage are unique and specialized. LOGISTIQ Insurance Solutions is an 
industry leader in tailored Insurance, Risk Management, Claims and Litigation Management for this class of business.

We will contact you shortly to determine if you are interested in this appointment. However, please feel 
free to call us if you have any questions at this time.



We look forward to working with you and your clients.

IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR THE BEST TRANSPORTATION INSURANCE TO PROTECT 
YOUR BUSINESS, STAND BEHIND OUR BROKER SHIELD. WE DO.

Your Invitation to Access a Unique Insurance Program 
for Freight Brokers



Why Broker Shield?
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The Broker Shield Program was developed by LOGISTIQ Insurance Solutions to respond to the unique needs of the domestic 
Freight Broker by including Claim and Risk Management consulting services in the insurance product.



A limited number of insurance carriers offer the coverage that companies with domestic Freight Brokerage authority require; 
the Broker Shield Program, which was designed for these exposures, is competitively priced and underwritten by a AM Best, 
A Excellent, rated insurance carrier.



Placing insurance coverage is only one of many actions a Freight Broker can take to reduce the financial risk present under 
domestic Freight Broker operations. Companies who fit our underwriting standards and adopt our risk management advice 
qualify for our preferred pricing program, which offers discounts of approximately 30%, compared to other insurers writing 
this class. With this preferred pricing, our Agents, in most cases, can earn attractive retail brokerage fees.

Review of current Shipper Agreements, providing advice on amending or negotiating agreement wording to protect the 
Freight Brokers business model. In view of court rulings over the past several years, it is clear that contractual and other 
representations will be considered in determining what services a party holds itself to perform. Under federal law, how a party 
holds itself out determines whether they have liability.



Assistance in developing a model Shipper Agreement, as needed, to prove a compass to evaluate and negotiate wording in 
future agreements.



Review current Broker Carrier agreements with motor carries contracted to move freight. These contracts, if skillfully 
drafted, can assist in managing liability and have significant impact on reducing both the freight broker and their client’s 
financial exposures.



Assistance in resolution of claims, including subrogation, as an extension of your services.



Partnership with technology provider that gives the Freight Broker critical data on the status of a motor carrier’s common 
carrier to contact carrier authority, its current safety rating, and status of insurance coverages.



Assistance in motor carrier evaluation and qualification.



Development of a Risk Score Card for ongoing use in evaluating carriers and providing a viable defense 

in the event of a bad claim.



Assistance in evaluating the AM Best financial rating of a Motor Carrier’s Insurer.

As the Broker Shield Program managers, we work with our insurance agents and their clients to implement 
a risk management program to mange risk and reduce insurance costs, including the following:
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Coverages offered in the Freight Broker Program

Designed to respond to the “legal” liability incurred under law by a domestic Freight Broker. A critical factor with this 
coverage is the defense provision. The Broker Shield form has a strict “duty to defend” provision and the policy 
deductible does not apply to the defense cost. As a result all attorney fees are paid from first dollar. We also work with 
some of the most experienced attorneys in the country who specialize in representing domestic freight brokerage 
operations.

This coverage is required when a freight broker agrees to assume responsibility for cargo loss or damage that a motor 
carrier fails to pay. Whenever a freight broker signs a contract with a customer client it should be reviewed to 
determine if it is expanding the freight broker’s liability assumed under their D.O.T. domestic freight broker authority. 
Often these contracts contain indemnity clauses which require the freight broker to assume responsibility for a cargo 
claim should the trucker fail to pay for loss or damage associated with the freight. This coverage is available for Full 
Truck Load (FTL) shipments for most commodities shipped. However, certain high-risk cargo exposures- for example: 
liquor, tobacco, high value electronics, cell phones, copper and other non-ferrous metals require Broad Form cargo 
coverage with a strategic risk management program to reduce theft.

The movement of freight with Less than truckload (LTL) motor carriers requires a broader from of cargo coverage 
than provided by motor carriers with legal tariffs where liability is limited to as little as $1 per lbs. We can set up a 
Shippers interest cargo program where coverage is purchased on a shipment by shipment basis for those shippers 
who want full replacement cargo coverage in place. We provide an on-line web-based platform that allows coverage 
to be instantly placed.



A high-risk cargo program for Freight Brokers who decide to move high-risk cargo won’t typically qualify for a 
Contingent Cargo Broad form policy but rather will require a primary cargo program where adequate security in the 
movement of freight must be present. We can successfully place cargo coverage for these high-risk cargoes, when 
proper security is present in the movement of this freight.

When a trucker’s MTC policy limit is not high enough for the value of the shipment (most have only $100K), you can 
purchase instant excess cargo insurance by going to www.freightinsurancefast.com. This allows a freight broker to 
have more flexibility in assigning a trucker to move a shipment. The cost for this instant excess cargo insurance can 
often be passed along to the trucker or built into the freight charges to the shipper.

Contingent Cargo Legal Defense Insurance

Broad Form Contingent Cargo Insurance

All Risk Domestic Shippers Interest Insurance

Instant Excess Cargo Coverage
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Coverages offered in the Freight Broker Program

This coverage responds to defense and damage payments associated with a freight broker being named a party to a 
lawsuit including a third-party motor carrier’s fatality or injury accident. This represents the greatest financial risk to 
freight brokerage operations. Judgments have been as high as $24 million against a freight brokerage operation. Our 
freight broker auto liability policy with a duty to defend, will provide defense, pay defense cost and any attributable 
damages, or settlement up to policy limits. Our primary policy covers up to $1 million “per occurrence” versus other 
forms in the market which may have a “annual aggregate limit”.

A General Liability policy, will respond to the Freight Brokers legal liability, legal defense, judgments and settlements 
for third-party bodily injury or property damage, excluding auto accidents. With non-owned and hired, limits up to $10 
million.

The Errors & Omissions policy will respond to the legal liability for financial loss (not limited to the value of the cargo) 
incurred by a freight brokers client arising from the freight broker’s negligence, error, or omission in the normal course 
of providing domestic freight broker services.

This policy covers the financial perils that are present beyond liability to the cargo. These include a freight broker’s 
liability for pollution cleanup expenses or fines, liable and slander, fraud by an employee, infringement of intellectual 
property rights and fines arising from a breach of law or regulation relating to the movement of freight.

This policy allows a Freight Broker, to increase Auto, General Liability and Employers Liability as high as required.

Freight Broker’s Contingent Auto Liability Insurance

General Liability Insurance

Errors & Omissions Insurance

Related Freight Liabilities Insurance

Umbrella & Excess Liability Insurance
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A Freight Broker’s key risk exposures

Claims and lawsuits relating to lost or damaged cargo can arise because the trucker’s motor truck cargo policy 
does not respond to the claim, we offer several cargo insurance programs to address each Freight Broker’s unique 
shipper/customer base, the sensitivities and risks involved therein.

Claims and lawsuits relating to third-party bodily injury or fatalities, or property damage that arises from shipments 
tendered by a freight broker on behalf of shipper/customers. This presents the greatest financial risk incurred by a 
domestic logistics operation. Such a claim can threaten the financial feasibility of continuing a business.

Coverage(s) to put in place
 Contingent Cargo Legal Liabilit
 Broad-From Contingent Cargo polic
 All Risk Domestic Shippers Interest Cargo Coverag
 Instant Excess Cargo Coverage

Reasons to be concerned
 120,000 injuries on average take place each year relating to accidents involving trucking operation
 5,000 fatalities on average take place each year relating to accidents involving trucking operation
 The national average settlement value of such a fatality claim is $2.5 millio
 95% of common carriers have no more than $1 million in Auto/Truck Liability coverage

Coverage to put in place
 Freight Brokers Contingent Auto Liability Policy

CARGO CLAIMS

AUTO LIABILITY CLAIMS

Claims and lawsuits that relate to third parties being injured or killed, or property damage that arises from

a Freight Brokerage operation (other than auto claims).

Coverage to put in place
 General Liability coverage including covered territories of the United States and Canada

FREIGHT BROKER’S THIRD PARTY LIABILITY CLAIMS
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How to get started
A Freight Broker’s participation in Broker Shield can support their marketing activities. A Freight Broker dedicated to 
Risk Management, fully bonded and insured, is a more attractive logistics provider to Shippers. Such Freight Brokers 
offer shippers the prospect of a better service and on -time delivery to the Shipper/ Customers. A Freight Broker’s client 
can also be added as an “Additional Insured” under the Freight Broker policies, extending legal defense to these parties. 
This can be very substantial value added service that separates on domestic logistics operation from another, and is a 
better alternative to certain shop- per agreement provisions that may impose commercially unfeasible assumptions of 
responsibility and/or insurance.

Receive a same day quote/indication by completing our quick quote form, and return to us via e-mail 
to  



Agents can quickly review our program pricing with insured and then complete our Broker Shield 
application from which a formal quote will be issued and coverage can then be bound.



*Note new Agents will need to complete our new Agent setup process.

brokershield@logistiqins.com

 Broker Shield covers the risk exposures facing a domestic logistics 
operation and provides unique expert direction on claims, litigation 
and Risk Management

 We recommend a sound Risk Management strategy be implemented
 We provide assistance with contact and operation risk consulting
 Cargo Coverage options need to be carefully evaluated to reflect the 

sensitivities of the shipper/ customers, agreements and trading 
terms

 We see the Contingent Auto Liability policy being perhaps most 
important because of the size of claim damages that may 
arise from truck liability. A General Liability or Third-Party  
Liability policy should also be considered.

The Process:

Summary:
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